


Woo Chekwang Chairman of DCCC

The Woo Chekwang serves as the forever honorary chairman of the General Chamber of overseas Chinese in Holland, Holland honorary

chairman of Chinese Group, the chairman of DCCC, European forever honorary administrative director of overseas Chinese, the commissioner

of political association in Zhejiang province, the director of China Overseas Friendship Association etc. He has devoted himself to the groups for

several decades and has gotten high respect from overseas Chinese in Holland and western Europe. When our leaders, Li Peng, Li Ruihuan, Hu

Jintao and Qian Qichen went to visit Holland, they met him and gave high praise.
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According to materials from the National Development and Reform

Commission, compared with former years, some characteristics had

emerged in China’s utilization of foreign investments.

The foreign investments structure had been further optimized, the

growth of the investments in service industry had been accelerated. Some

research centers and regional headquarters of the transnational corpora-

tions had moved to our country, so an integrated industrial link including

producing, researching and selling had been forged. The investments in the

projects like automobile, electronic device, raw chemical materials and

chemical products were growing at a driving speed, from January to

September, the actual utilization of foreign investments had respectively

mounted up for 50.7%, 28.9% and 24%. The foreign capital invested in

service industrial contacts and actual utilization of foreign investments

has increased by a big margin, from January to September, they had

respectively mounted up for 51.6% and 15%, which had at the same time

surpassed the national average growth level in absorbing foreign

investments.

Foreign investments continually concentrated in the coastal areas,

while the industrial transferring to the middle areas had been accelerated at

a driving speed. From January to October, compared with former months,

The foreign capital invested in contacts and actual utilization of foreign

investments in Jiangsu province, Guangdong province, Shandong province,

Zhejiang province and Shanghai had respectively mounted up for 60.8%

and 69%, the growth rate of the foreign capital invested in contacts

surpassed the national average growth rate by 27 percentage points.

2003 Foreign Investments

With pushing forward the vitalization of the old industrial bases in

northeastern China and the reform to the state-owned property manage-

ment system, some provinces and cities had presented some state-owned

enterprises to invite foreign investments one after another. Through this,

the state-owned enterprises could be reorganized, reformed and then

broke the development deadlock.

New changes emerged in utilization the loans. The World Bank had

reemphasized the basic facility domain; the Asian Development Bank

had also relaxed the restriction in investing in basic facilities, but Japanese

government basically withdrawed its loan from the traffic and resource

domain, the shrink tendency was clearer. Due to initiatively guiding the

utilization of outward and inward remittance and loans, new projects

using international commercial loans were continually reduced.

The domain of outward investment had been broadened; some large

resource projects had been increased. Through utilizing foreign investments,

a new breakthrough had been achieved in dealing with bad properties.

In accordance with characteristics of foreign investments in 2003, Hu

jingyan, the director of the Foreign Investment Administration Department

of the Ministry of Commerce, said that, nowadays, China is one of the

regions that absorbed most of foreign investments in the world. After we

joined the WTO, we had revised 2300 pieces of laws and rules, 500 to 600

pieces of which are directly related with foreign investments, especially the

service industry—including finance domain, all these provided more conve-

niences for foreign investor entering China. China is a developing country, at

present, the foreign investments we absorbed are still far from saturation.
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Dutch launch plan PSOM
Dutch is launching the plan PSOM (PROGRAMME FOR

CO-OPERATION WITH EMERGING MARKETS), to support

the enterprises want to invest in Mozambique and confirm to the

factors they request in the capital aspect. Dutch Foreign Ministry

implements this plan through its agency. Their requests are new

project to invest in; high tech content and they hope it can acceler-

ate the propagating of knowledge. The limit amount for a single

project is 850,000 Euro; PSOM can offer 60% of it, that 510,000

Euro. The total amount is about 4,000,000 Euro. The projects can

be implement in the way of joint venture, at least contain a Dutch

company or a company from a rising market country, for example,

China.                                                                          (Zhang Wei)

Leader of Tianjin Meet with Guests from Dutch,
Assumer Company

Yangdongliang, the vice-president of Tianjin city meet the di-

rector and other staff of Dutch, Aksubear Company at Jinlihua

hotel.

During the meeting, Yangdongliang warmly welcome the guests

on the behalf of Tianjin government. He said that Aksubear Com-

pany was a well-known international company. It has marked

achievement during the more than ten years cooperation with Tanjin,

and its productivity is gradually enlarged. The users welcome this

company’s products. He hopes both sides can continuously en-

large the field of cooperation and pursuing mutual developing on

the base of the cooperation at present. Related persons take in

charge of the economy department of Tianjin, commerce

commission, planning department, beichen district, the developing

area and bohua company also join this meeting.

Zhangzhongwei, the Governor of Sichuan Prov-
ince Visit Dutch, Met with the Governor of Frislan

June 18th, Niheper, the governor of Frislan, met Zhangzhongwei,

News in Dutch
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the governor of Sichuan province, who was visiting Frislan at that

time. He welcomed Zhangzhongwei warmly, and Zhang also

showed his thanks to his warm reception.

During the meeting, they reviewed their achievement in the

cooperation of economy and trade since they became friendly

provinces. Then they changed their views on strengthening the

cooperation in the field such as agriculture, animal husbandry and

environment protection, after that, they signed the memo of

strengthening friendly cooperation. Zhangzhongwei invited Niheper

to visit Sichuan in 2006 that will be the 5th anniversary of their

being friendly provinces, Niheper accepted it delight. After the

meeting, they were interviewed by the local main strain media.

Then, Zhangzhongwei attend the welcoming dinner held by Frislan

and local industrial and commercial circles. He looked into their

agriculture, animal husbandry and environment protection enter-

prises during his visiting.

Zhangzhongwei arrived Dutch at June 17th by the local time,

the governor of Frislan and China’s administration counselor in

Dutch came to welcome him in the airport.                (Zhang Wei)

The Trade Volume between Dutch and the New
Member of EU Rise

According to the data announced by Dutch Center Statistics

Department, in 2003, the volume of Dutch’s importing from ten-

member country of EU raised 4%, reached 4,700,000,000 Euro;

while the exporting raised about 3%, reached 7,300,000,000 Euro.

The total volume of trade is around it in the year before last year,

but the trade volume between Dutch and EU seems to rise. Among

the new members of EU, Poland is the best trade partner of Dutch.

In 2003, the import volume from Poland to Dutch raise 2% com-

pared with the year before that year, reached 1,600,000,000 Euro,

but the export volume fell 4%, was 1,600,000,000 Euro. Poland,

Ezek and Hungary are the first three trade partner of Dutch among

the new comers of EU, their trade volume with take up about 80%

in the total volume.                                                       (Yan Yahui)

Dutch Government will Offer 1,400,000 Euro for
the Cooperation in Forest Protection and Com-
munity Development between Dutch and China
in the Next Three Years

The project of cooperation in forest protection and commu-

nity development between Dutch and China was implemented in

1998 after both Dutch and China governments signing, Dutch gov-

ernment sponsored 28,700,000 Dutch Yuan for this project, China

formed complete set of 7,500,000 USD. This project was to pro-

tect the tropics, subtropics and biology diversity materials in our

province, especially such places as Simao, Baoshan, Nujiang, and

Dehong. For more than five years’ implementing, it has trained

some new style excellent person in management of forestry, intro-

duced foreign developed managing experience, improved the man-

aging and protecting conditions and made the people around aware

of environment protection, fulfill the expected aim. During the

strengthening period, they promote their advanced experience to

other protected areas.                                                        (Liu Qi)

Dutch Trade Promotion Commission, Wuhan
Branch, Held Their 7th Anniversary

Dutch is one of the biggest investor of Hubei province, they

have 18 cooperation projects at present, and the total amount of

investment reached 249,000,000 USD. It makes solid base for

further cooperation. On the Dutch Trade Promotion Commission,

Wuhan Branch’s 7th Anniversary, Doctor Hefeilie, the ambassador

of Dutch in China highly praised the economy and trade coopera-

tion between both sides like this.

He said, the cooperation between Dutch and Hubei focus on

logistics, flood preventing, energy, environment protection, agri-

culture etc.; the most successful one is Changfei optical cable

company. By now, Dutch bank, Philip, Damen ship maker and

Unliver have set up branch or sales department in Wuhan. There

are also friendly cooperative relationships respectively between

Hubei province and Hardelan province, that also between Wuhan

city and Anamn city.
The vice president of Hubei political commission— Huyongji, the
city governor of Wuhan— Lixiansheng and the general consul of

France in Wuhan—Mr. Degaiyi joined the anniversary.(Deng Yan)

Xuehanqin—Ambassador of China in Dutch, Held
Reception for National Day

September 29th, haiya, Dutch, China embassy in Dutch ablaze

with lights, Xuanqin—the ambassador of China in Dutch, held

reception for the 55th glorious birthday of China. Ambassador—

Xuehanqin, counselor—Lishiqi, consul—Sunweidong, standing at

the entrance, respectively shake hands to show their welcoming

and greetings with other country’s diplomatic envoy in Dutch,
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international organizations, some ministries and commissions of

Dutch, China’s enterprises, Chinese there and overseas Chinese,

all of these person add up to about 500.

The speaker of the second legislative body—Weisglas, the sec-

retary-general of Foreign Ministry—Majoor, the department head

of international politic department—Siblesz, the chief of stall in

Ministry of Defense—Berlijin, the department head of external

economy relationship department in Economy Department—

Bruinsma, department head of Agriculture Department, former

ambassador in China—Oostra, the president of Philip, the former

leader of Science & Culture Department—Hermans and the chief

editor of Dutch Reports took part in the reception.

Other representatives of international organizations are: head

and judge of international court—Shijiuyong, judge of former south

court—Liudaqun, the representative from UN Forbidden Chemis-

try Arms Organization.

The representative of local Chinese, the president of the com-

mission held this anniversary—Wangjianguang, leader of the over-

seas Chinese—Yeshishun, Wangmengzhong, attended this anni-

versary after they received the invitation.                (Liu Xiaofeng)
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There is high threshold bear China’s exporting
of citrus tin to EU

Since EU put temporary guarantee measures and tariff quota

restriction to our citrus tin into effect, there is a high threshold in

this field.

EU has been the main target of our exporting of citrus tin, but

they put tariff quota restriction on our products now, the yearly

quota is 30,000 ton, each ton over this line will be taxed more than

300 Euro tariff. Nowadays our volume of exporting of citrus tin to

Italy, Britain, Sweden and Greece fall apparently. German was

once an important consuming country, their importing falls by

96% comparing with the same period last year.

The professions said, facing the severe EU market, the China

‘s enterprises that produce citrus tin must open up other exporting

channels in time. On the other side, they should focus on the

exploring of domestic market; get more benefit through the deep

processing of fruits.                                                   (Zhang Wei)

The Kiwi Fruit of Zhouzhi County, Shanxi Prov-
ince Got Authentication of Document from EUFO

Recently, the kiwi fruit grow by organic planting in the biggest

kiwi fruit-planting base in Zhouzhi county, Shanxi province was

identified by the EUFO. With this passport, kiwi fruit of Zhouzhi

County got a 4500-ton’s order form from 26 EU countries and

districts this year.

Zhouzhi County introduced the leader enterprises such as

Xi’an Communication University Qinmei Company to join in the

construction of example garden positively, signed the sales con-

tract with the fruit planters in this area in advance, purchase it at

the price that 40% higher than the market price. All of these fruits

will be sold to the fruit supermarket in the city of Beijing, Shanghai,

Nanjing, Shenyang, Harbin, and exported to Singapore, Malaysia,

Tailand and Canada, won great market reputation. 100,000-acre

bear fruit this year, the output reaches 100,000 ton, took up 60%

of the total output of China.                                       (Yan Yahui)

Beijing, The Amplitude of Real Estate Fell down
to 24.2% in the First Half Year The Investment
in Residence is 26,140,000,000 Yuan

Ascertaining the macroscopic adjusting measures, the ampli-

tude of capital in using is slow down; the investment in residence

is 26,140,000,000 Yuan, rise 19.5% comparing with the same pe-

riod last year. In the first six months this year, the investment in

the real estate in Beijing adds up to 49,020,000,000, the amplitude

falls down from 64.8% at the beginning of this year to 24.2%.

While the investment in residence is 26,140,000,000 Yuan, rise for

19.5% comparing with the same period last year. According to a

report, in the first half-year, the work on surface area of commod-

ity house in Beijing is 72,411,000 square meters, rise for 18.1%

comparing with the same period last year; the completed surface

area is 71,280,000 square meters, then the residence surface area is

56,450,000 square meters, respectively rise for 66.5% and 57.2%

comparing with the same period last year. Till the end of June, the

salt out all kinds of commodity house added up to 72,470,000

square meters, raise for 40.3%, the sales volume added up to 35,

860,000,000 Yuan, raise for 50.5%; the salt out commodity resi-

dence was 6,593,000 square meters, raise for 34.4%, the sales

volume was 1,256,000,000 Yuan, raise for 11.5%.      (Deng Yan)

Construction Ministry: Related Regulations on

It is introduced that the first international intelligent and green

construction technology seminar and also the first international

exhibition on intelligent and green construction technology and

products will be held in Beijing next March, then the intelligent and

green construction technology and products from all over the world

will be exhibited collectively at that time. To coordinate with the

convening of this seminar, Construction Ministry will found a

national prize for creative green construction. At the same time,

related policies and regulations on the standard of green construc-

tions are being drafting now, they may appear publicly next year.

China News
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Dutch purchasing delegation places many orders
in China

 From Sep.11-sep.19, 2004, the 9-member delegation headed

by deputy president of Dutch Chinese Chamber of Commerce

(DCCC), took a business tour around Beijing, Qingdao , Ningbo,

Chixi, Shaoxing, Hanzhou, and yi wu. They visited enterprises

such as the Huiyuan Group Co.  and Qianshou Vegetable and Fruit

Juice Co. in Shunyi district, where the deputy chief of the district

government greeted them and invited them to a banquet. In

Shangdong, the delegation visited Okama Co.£¬Baoao Co.£¬where

they held talks and exchanged sample devices with concerned

factories. In Zhejiang, under the arrangement of the Federation of

Industry and Commerce (FIC) of Zhejiang province, the delega-

DCCC News
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tion , accompanied by the FIC of  Ningbo , toured Ningbo Rongda

Cooker Co. Ltd. , Shaoxing Best Nail Co. where they placed orders

on air nails and air nailers. Members of the delegation also had

business talks and exchanged samples with enterprises specialized

in production of family apparatus and wooden floors. Business

talks were held in Yiwu , where the delegation toured the Yiwu

Kaidimao Stationery Co. , ZheJiang KangShiCheng Stationery &

Prize Co.,Ltd., Zhejiang Yundong Industrial Co. Ltd. . In Beijing,

the delegation attended the 5th Chaoyang International Commerce

Fair, where they were warmly welcomed by participants such as

Windsor Avenue , SAIC Chery Automobile Co., Ltd. The delega-

tion were also greeted by leaders from the municipal government of

Beijing, who greatly appreciated the visit of the delegation and

hoped that the Dutch Chinese Chamber of Commerce (DCCC)

could organize more business tours to improve trade and economic

relations between the 2 countries.

On Sep.11, 2004, a conversazione on  DCCC’s 2004 Beijing

purchasing tour was held in Beijing. Domestic and foreign compa-

nies participating it appreciated the efforts made by  DCCC ‘s

branch office in China for arranging the tour.               (Zong Wei)
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Local government and pupils appreciate DCCC’s
donations

The 24-member business delegation led by Xu Zhuoya, deputy

director of the Dutch China Chamber of Commerce (DCCC) ar-

rived in Beijing on Sep.22, 2004. During their stay in China, the

delegation visited places such as Beijing, Wuhan, Huanggang,

Datong, Wantaishan and Yangzhou, attended the welcome party

for the 5th “China International Machinery & Electronic Fair “ in

Wuhan, where they were greeted by Yin Zhentao, deputy gover-

nor of Hubei province,, and other leaders in Hu Bei provincial

government and Wuhan municipal government. They  also honor-

ably attended the entertainment show celebrating the beginning of

the Fair with senior leaders including :Wei Jianguo, deputy minis-

ter of the Ministry of Commerce, Li Jianfen, general director of

chamber of commerce under the Ministry of Machinery & Elec-

tronics , Luo Qinquan, governor of Hubei Province, Li Xianshen,

mayor of Wuhan , etc.

In the evening of Sep. 28, 2004, the delegation were invited to

the Chinese National Day banquet held at the Great Hall of the

People. And the next day , they were invited to the luncheon

hosted by All-China Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese for

celebration of the National Day.

On Sep. 30, the delegation went to Wutaishan County, Shanxi

Province, where it suddenly became cold . The temperature dropped

to as low as 3 ¡æ below zero. In despite of the chilling wind,

members of the delegation still went to a primary school in Yang

Baiyu Village , Taihuai County , where they presented to the school

their donations , including a collective donation amounted up to

10,000 yuan, and an individual donation amounted up to 25,000

yuan. Xu Zhuoya, Lin An , Zai Chuntao each contributed 500

Euros. The donations were greatly appreciated by the Overseas

Chinese Affairs Office of Shanxi Province and the education sector

of  the local government.

This is the largest amount of donations made voluntarily by

DCCC members in a business tour. It reflected the patriotism of

overseas Chinese and their care for those children living in poor

areas of West China.

(Li Yong)
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  本 年 累 计  增 长 率  

农 林 牧 渔 业 总 产 值  1 2 2 8 5 . 9  4 . 9 %  

   #  农 业  4 9 8 9 . 1  5 . 3 %  

      林 业  5 1 4 . 4  - 2 . 9 %  

      牧 业  5 0 9 6 . 1  5 . 3 %  

      渔 业  1 2 5 5 . 6  5 . 0 %  

The investment increased more slowly in the
firsteight months compare with same period last
year

Report shows that the projects in towns all over China over

500,000 Yuan have been invested for 3,218,600,000,000 Yuan in

the first eight months. The new projects add up to 93,981, in-

creased for 7.4% comparing with same period last year. From

January to August, the investment in the first industry increased

for 16.3% compare with same period last year, the amplitude

increased for 1.3% comparing with the first seven months; the

investment in the second industry increased for 41.7%, the ampli-

tude fell 0.8% after rise; the investment in the third industry in-

creased for 23.9%, the amplitude fell 0.7% after rise.

Analyze in different industries, in the first eight months, the

investment in exploring and smelting, processing of black metal

increased for 46.3%, the amplitude fell 2.9% after rise compare

with the first seven months; the investment in exploring and

smelting, processing of colored metals fell 6.1% after rise; the

amplitude of investment in nonmetal mineral products industry

fell 4.3% after rise. Look at the developing of real estate, in the first

eight months, the investment in the developing of real estate is

718,500,000,000 Yuan, increased for 28.8%, the amplitude in-

creased for 0.2% compare with the first seven months.

GDP increased for 1,500,000,000 Yuan by pre-
liminary verification this first half year

This first half year, China’s GDP is verified of 5,878,800,000,

000, increased for 1,500,000,000 Yuan comparing with the pre-

liminary verified number, but the speed of increasing has no change,

that is still 9.7%.

Because of the adjustment of the added value in transportation,

store housing, postal service industry and other service trades, the

added value in the third industry increased for 1,500,000,000 Yuan

in the first half year, the speed of rising increased for 0.1%.

Statisticians point out that along with the continuous perfect-

ing of basic materials, we need to make periodical revising to the

GDP data, and then we can make it closer to the fact. Before this,

China statistic department has revised the GDP data for each quar-

ter of this year. For example, they revised the data of the first

quarter of this year, so the preliminary verified number increased

for 2,200,000,000.

Total Output Value (the first half year of 2004)

Unit: one hundred million Yuan
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Total  12285.9 4.9% 

Agriculture  4989.1 5.3% 

Forestry  514.4 -2.9% 

Animal Husbandry 5096.1 5.3% 

Fishery  1255.6 5.0% 

China    Data
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A new kind of beer with ultra-low-vol-
ume of ethanol (type C02)--Lady Beer

At present, a new tendency appears in the beer industry world-

wide—lower the ethanol proportion of the beer, so it will be more

favorable to human health.

This new product named as lady beer will fill the blank of the

beer industry in our country, the ethanol proportion has been

lowered(¡Ü0.4-0.5%). At the basis of introducing technologies all-

round, through adjusting, experimenting, testing, market

researching, the product is now noted as a new type of beer that

not only has beer’s color, shape, the champagne-like taste, but it is

also favorable to those people who can’t absorb too much ethanol,

such people include women, children, the old men, the patients

suffered the blood vessel diseases in the heart and brain. This new

kind of beer is a high-class beverage that contains ultra-low-vol-

ume of ethanol.

This product has filled the blank of the beer industry, so the

market prospect is glorious. Costs are low but profits are great,

there’s no restrictions exerted on the size of factories, so this

project is fitted for the middle and little sized enterprises.

The Chinese and Western synthetic
medicament   oral tincture

Based on the old traditional Chinese medicine doctor’s secret

prescription handed down in the family from generation to

generation, and well combined with modern western medicine, the

modern synthetic medicament appeared.

After 60 years’ practice history, 40 years’ clinical examination,

more than 20 years’ prescription adjustment, it has become the

unique oral tincture in our country.

The unique characteristics include that it can cure the spasm,

relieve the pain, dissolve and discharge of stones. It can be easily

absorbed by patients.

This product can be widely used in many aspects; its market

prospect is glorious and will never be saturated. This project ben-

efits both the country and the people. It is a non risk-taking and

permanent project.  .
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The Oxygen-Supplying Equipment for Au-
tomobiles

The Oxygen-Supplying Equipment for Automobiles mainly

consists of the oxygen-supplying fountain, the breathing device

for human bodies and the pipelining system. After installed in an

automobile, it can supply oxygen to both the automobile and hu-

man beings. In the plateau, this equipment is a special choice to get

oxygen for automobiles. The shortage of oxygen will bring break-

downs to the motorcar and endanger human health. Through keep-

ing on offering the oxygen, the oxygen-supplying equipment can

prevent the anoxic reaction of the motorcar and human beings,

secure the car and avoid breakdowns. The Oxygen-Supplying Equip-

ment for Automobiles mainly consist of the oxygen-supplying

fountain, the breathing device for the human bodies and the

pipelining system. After installed in an automobile, it can supply

oxygen to both the automobile and human beings. With this

equipment, people can ease their travel fatigues and even improve

the work efficiency. After putting the Oxygen-Supplying Equip-

ment for Automobiles into production, the oxygen-supplying foun-

tain can be outsourced in the beginning, while the other parts can

be manufactured inland. The equipment should be divided into

some parts and then fixed to the motorcars. These small and light

parts are simple in construction and easy to manufacture.

The characteristics of this equipment include: 1. The equip-

ment can continually work for a long time and offer a large dis-

charge of oxygen. 2. The discharge can be easily adjusted and is in

direct ratio to the surveying & drawing elevation. So this product

can assure that the oxygen concentration in blood meets the medi-

cal standard. 3. Before supplied to human, the oxygen will be

moistened first, so the oxygen is not dry. The equipment can

automatically offer the oxygen, so when using this equipment, one

will feel comfortable rather than suffocated. 4. Instead of consum-

ing the automobile’s power, the equipment has its own system.

The changing of power as well as parking the car will not influence

the equipment. 5. There are two types of the oxygen-supplying

fountain for users to choose, the first one is lox storing pot, the

second is PSA oxygen producing machine.

Searching for multiform cooperation sincerely!
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Fuxi Beer
This project is about the method of producing a new kind of

beer that contains a fixed quantity of selenium.

Selenium is of fatal importance to mankind, people absorb

selenium through food chain, so the local food type plays a very

important role. According to the research reports by Wang Meizhu

and Zhang Mingkui, an extensive lacking-selenium area exists in

our country. The lacking-selenium oil are mainly the deposits and

alluvial deposits of the forth epoch. Such lacking-selenium dis-

tricts include: at least 300 Keshan disease (endemic cardiac muscle

necrosis) districts like Keshan county in northeast China and Zou

county in Shandong province; Qidong county in Jiangsu province

where people badly suffered the liver cancer; Jiashan in Zhejiang

province where the large intestine cancer is going on the rampage;

Lin county in Henan province, the rhinopharynx cancer can be

frequently found there; Shou county in northwest China where the

Kaschin-Beck disease is on its way, the appearance of these dis-

ease districts is related to the local lacking-selenium oil, foods and

water. Anyhow, a large population (nearly 0.2 billion) is now

living in the lacking-selenium districts, according to a medical

research, there are more than 40 kinds of diseases caused by lack-

ing of selenium. For example, Keshan disease, Kaschin-Beck

disease, heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes mellitus,

hepatitis, cancer, cataract and so on. So absorbing more selenium is

necessary for the people living there. By adding selenium in the

beer brewing process and intensified by beer barm, a kind of new

beer which can be easily absorbed and is well rich in organic sele-

nium appeared, and it is noted as a new choice to get more selenium.

The advantages of developing this project are that the period

of being put into production is short, costs are low but profits are

great, further more, a large market is waiting for it. For a ready-

made beer factory, needing no investment in adding or changing

equipments, but to increase the price for 0.2-0.5 Yuan or so, then

producing 50,000 tons of such beer per year will bring back 15,

400,000 to 38,500,000 Yuan pure profit; moreover, owing to those

extensive districts and a large population there that need to gain

more selenium, the Fuxi Beer will be due to enjoy a glorious marker

prospect.
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Su dezhong, (1946—), the 32nd descendant of Su dongpo, was born in Nanjing, Jiangsu province (his ancestral home is in Meishan,

Sichuan province). In his early time, he founded and served as the principal of the literary and Art School under Overseas Chinese

Federation in Jiangsu province, he also served as the art advisor for Nanjing Folk Custom Museum, the specially invited painter for

Nanjing Museum and the honorary president of Dongpo Academy in Changzhou. Later he moved to Beijing, now he holds many leading

posts such as the president of Su Dongpo Academy, the director of Dezhong Art Development Center, the chairman of the executive

council of Su Dongpo Art Research Center in Hainan province, the vice-president of National Mayors Painting and Calligraphy

Academy, the senior researcher of International Research association of calligraphy and painting, the honorary president of Huanggang

Higher Education Institute of the PLA Artillery Academy, the administrative vice-president of International Celebrities Painting Academy.

The descendant of Su Dongpo, the century talent

The art life of Su Dezhong  a distinguished master of calligraphy and painting

Su Dezhong is the 32nd descendant of Su Dongpo, he has nearly the same bearing and temperament of Su Dongpo: the long floating

whisker, thin but hale and hearty. Now he serves as the president of Su Dongpo Academy, the chairman of the executive council of Su

Dongpo Art Research Center in Hainan province, the vice-president of Huanggang Education Center of China University of Geosciences,

the vice-president of National Mayors Painting and Calligraphy Academy, the administrative vice-president of International Celebrities

Painting Academy. In his childhood, Su Dezhong was deeply influenced by his ancestors’ broad and profound art knowledge, later he

attended in an advanced study in the Nanjing Art Academy, he was even appreciated   and instructed by some art craftsmen like Liu Haili

and Li Jianchen. He was praised as “Four Talents in the South” and “Oriental Pearl”. Many important departments, such as the State

Council, Chinese people’s Political Consultative Conference, the Central United Front Work Department, the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs, Tian An Men, Zhong Nan Hai, the Chairman Mao Memorial Hall, the World Conference on Women, the United Nations, the

Party School of CPC, the Military Museum, Beijing Art Museum, had invited him to make paintings. He created many works for the

return of Hong Kong and Macao, which earns him a high reputation in the painting circle. Liao Jingwen, one of the country’s most famous

art critics, and Shi Shuqing, an art critic and historical relic connoisseur, once wrote inscriptions for him, “the spirit of Dongpo will be

glorious forever”, “the second Dongpo, the spirit of the art circle”. The inscription wrote by Sui Muhua, the vice-chairman of the Standing

Committee of the NPC is that, “the wonderful pen is blazing”, another vice-chairman of the Standing Committee of the NPC, Cheng

Siyuan, also wrote an inscription for him, “forever brilliant”. His works, based on the traditional art experiences and his own innovations,

were collected into the Biography of Artists Worldwide and the Collection of Artists Worldwide. Many of Mr. Su’s art works were highly

appraised and had been repeatedly published in the country’s authoritative newspapers and periodicals, his masterpieces were collected

by museums of more than 20 countries and districts, such as France, Belgium, America, Canada, Japan, Singapore and Taiwan. Many

countries’ leaders and well-known figures are all very interested in his paintings and calligraphies. Some of them, such as Jiang Zemin,

Bill¡¤Clinton, Saudi Arabian Prince Mohammed, Singapore Senior Minister Li Guangyao, Sweden  King Carl XVI Gustaf and his Prime

Minister Persson, Former Secretary General of the United Nations Boutro Boutros-Ghali, Japanese Specially order the ambassador with

full authority Satokakyo, all had collected his works. Mr. Su’s representative work “Dongpo Zhu Yun (bamboos)” absorbed the romantic

charm contained in Su Dongpo’s magnum opus “Ku Mu Zhu Shi Tu (wizened trees, bamboos and stones)”, had been purchased with a

great deal of money by a Hong Kong collector, his long volume “Luoyang Mu Dan (Luoyang Peonies)” was purchased by Japanese Nara

Museum and Mitsubishi Corporation with much money, another long volume “Bai Xia Tu (a Hundred Shrimps)” was purchased by an

Italian Milan government official and was used in decorating the Parliament Hall, his masterpiece “Pu Tao (Grapes)” was collected by

Susan, a French culture envoy. Through many years’ studying on the One Thousand Character Primer, the inscriptions on bones or

tortoise shells and the seal character, Su Dezhong combines both calligraphy and painting art in his works, he opens up a new art way for

our nation’s art undertaking.
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Good Place for Investment and Developing Industry
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[---Beijing Instrument City

I. Introduction
Beijing Instrument City is located in Donggao town of Pinggu

District of Beijing, which approaches Pingsan Road (Pinggu Dis-

trict and Hebei Province Hesan City), Pingma Road and Beijing-

Pinggu Tianjin Highway (to build). It plans to cover an area of

8400mu, and now 3070mu land has been put into use. The town

possesses 4 large violin enterprises and more than 40 peasant house-

holds producing fittings of violin for the factories. At present, the

town has own the production ability of 150,000 violins each year.

German Hafana Instrument Limited Company and Hangzhou Sitina

Limited Company have reached cooperative intention with the town.

II. Market Analysis
Huafengmu is the essential material for producing violin. In the

early 1990s, China found and developed Huafengmu, while it was

reducing in quantity and was increasing in price at the international

market. From then on, Chinese violin industry began to develop

rapidly. According to the analysis from experts, Chinese violin in-

dustry will steadily take the first position in the international mar-

ket in the several decades. Taking the example of Beijing, Huadong

Musical Instrument Co.,Ltd, the company obtained the reputation

in the international market with its diversified varieties, various

models, high quality, lower price and good after selling service .It’s

products have so powerful competitive ability that it can receive

more order beyond its production capacity in American and Ger-

man Musical Instrument Exhibition, especially the middle and top

grade violins. The company is urgent to expand the production

scale.

III.Intent of Absorbing Investment
There is 8000 mu land to be exploit. We warmly welcome the

investors to make investment in infrastructure and factory.

V.Investment Policy
Enterprises enjoy Beijing and Pinggu preferential policies

(domicile tax revenue).
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The Biggest Beverage And Food In-
dustrial Base In North China

I. Brief Introduction of Beijing Xinggu Indus-
trial Development Zone

Beijing Xinggu Industrial Development Zone is Municipal

Industrial Development Zone, authorized by Beijing Municipal

Government. It is located in the north of Pinggu and is the key

point of Beijing-Tianjin-Tangshan, with the total area of 5.03km2.

The development Zone is 45km to the Capital Airport, 70km to

Beijing Urban and 130km to Tianjin New Port.

In the development zone are perfect environment, good basic

infrastructure and preferential policies. Aimed at constructing the

biggest beverage and food industrial base in Huabei area recent

years, it has formed beverage and food manufactory pattern, which

attaches the industries of medicine making, biological project and

mechanical electron. At present, some enterprises have put into

operation, including Wangwang Group, Huabang Food Company,

Weitalu Food Company, Laocaichen Food Company, Yimei Food

Company, Beijing Qianxihe Food Limited Company Beijing

Jishengke Food Company, Neimenggu Eerduosi Company and

Beijing Food Company.

II. Preferential Policy

i. Land policy
The zone can provide the land with infrastructure including

water supply, draining, communications, road, power supply,

heat and level land. Preferential land policies will be granted if the

input capital is over $6 million, and the specific land price will be

decided on the basis of their capital amount, their intending ben-

efit and the project situation. Worldwide Top 500 Enterprises

can use the land for free.

ii. Financial policy
The zone rewards the registered enterprises with part of their

paid taxes that form the district's financial power through the En-

terprise Development Fund: the enterprise income tax that forms

the district's financial power will be fully exempted for the first six

years, and half exempted for the following six years; a 60% finan-

cial support will be granted to them in terms of the value-added tax

and business tax that form the district's financial power.
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iii. Policy of introducing talents from other places
If necessary, the zone will offer registered permanent resi-

dence of Beijing to high-level managers and technicians from other

cities employed by the enterprises.

III. Comparative Advantages of Invest-
ing In Xinggu

i. The production of fruits is 300,000 kilo each year, fitting for

the beverage and food industry development.

ii. The zone has set up customs to facilitate the inside compa-

nies completing all customs procedures, so they can reduce the

cost of exporting goods. Pinggu customs also administer the inter-

national trade of Shunyi district and Miyun county.

IV. Competent Authorities

Investment Promotion Bureau of Beijing Pinggu District
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Commercial Street Construction In
Jinhai Lake Town Project

I. Brief introduction of the project
Jinhai Lake Town is on the west of Jinhai Lake. Now the

infrastructure has been installed. We are going to develop it in a

comprehensive way, making it a center for spending vacation,

sightseeing, recreation and shopping.

II. Project Background
Jinhai Lake is a municipal-level scenic spot, and is the largest

lake open for tourists. Some water sports in 1990 Asian Games

were competed here. Therefore the project is very promising.

III. Competent Authorities
Investment Promotion Bureau of Beijing Pinggu District

IV. Investment Amount
£¤40 million

V. Principle
Conforming to the principle of mutual benefits, assuming risks

together, sincere cooperation and common development, we can
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achieve good economic and social results by combing two-side

advantages :our party has resources and government support, and

your party owns funds, advanced management and market.

VI. Way of Cooperation
The Jinhai Lake Town government is responsible for project

layout and coordination, while the investor offer funds, and have

independent right of operation, management and development.

VII. Hardware
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Feather Knitgoods Industrial Zone

I. Competent Authorities
Investment Promotion Bureau of Beijing Pinggu District

II. Sector
Designing, Processing, production and sale of Knitgoods

III. Property

i. Land
Removing work has started in the old street.

ii. Electricity

The project is near the transformer, and with sufficient supply.

iii. Water

There are several wells and water towers.

iv. Road

It is near the main road, with convenient traffic.

VIII. Software

The layouts of land construction have been finished.

1

2

3
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Newly Building

IV. Background
Beijing Green Diamond Industrial Development Zone

Knitgoods Industrial Zone is located in the east of Beijing Xinggu

Industrial Development Zone, which is in the center of Beijing,

Tianjin, Tangshan and with an area of 1000 mu. With over 2 de-

cades industrial history, Shangdong town owns the honor of "The

Land of Woolen Sweater" and the production capacity is 100,000

feather knitgoods each year, which are mainly exported to Japan,

American, Russian and Eastern Europe. In order to further pro-

mote the development of knitgoods, Beijing Green Diamond In-

dustrial development Zone plan and construct Feather Knitsgoods

Zone. We strive to construct our feather knitgoods zone as a win-

dow towards the world in a few years' endeavor.

V. Process
The gross plan and part of infrastructure have been finished.

The plan area in the development zone is 5000 mu, of which 1000

mu is for feather knitgoods industry. The industrial development

zone is develop to be with auxiliary equipment, perfect environ-

ment and absorb the feather knitgoods enterprises of high technol-

ogy and promising development future.

VI. Investment Policies
i. There are complete infrastructure such as road, water supply,

draining, electricity supply, heat supply and communication. And

the connection of infrastructure is for free.

ii. We encourage enterprises to invest and build factories on the

planned land renting or buying once. And also transact the land use

certificate.

iii. Enterprises, with the firm investment over 30 million when

renting the land, could not pay the land use fee.

iv. Enterprises could enjoy feather knitgoods self-supporting

export policy and tax discounting policy.

VII. Way of Cooperation

Sole Investment, joint investment and cooperation.
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Standard Workshops and Auxiliary
Facilities Development Project

I. Brief Introduction
Beijing Pinggu Yukou Economic Development Zone has fine

environment with complete infrastructure, including water supply,

draining, communications, road, power supply, heat and leveled

land. Now it has 3,000 mu of layout land to be developed.

The investors can sell or rent the workshops and auxiliary

facilities to production enterprises and collect agency fees from

them. Those enterprises also enjoy the preferential policies for

district development zone and state-level town.

II. Background
Beijing Pinggu Yukou Economic Development Zone wasw es-

tablished with the authorization of the Capital Planning Commiitt

in 1993. In September 2000, it was ratified as a model region of

national townships; in January 2001, it was appraised as an ad-

vanced township industrial plot.

III. Competent Authorities
Investment Promotion Bureau of Beijing Pinggu District

IV. Principle

Conforming to the principle of mutual benefits, assuming risks

together, sincere cooperation and common development, we should

achieve fine economical and social results by combining the zone's

advantages, such as good location, rich resources and preferential

policies, to the investors' funds and management advantages.

V. Way of Cooperation
i. Joint Stock

The zone's development committee will become the share-

holder by taking land as the shares. Together with the investor,

they will build the standard workshops and auxiliary facilities, and

operate, distribute the profit and assume the business risks together.

The cooperation term will last for 50 years.

ii. Sole Proprietorship

The developers will purchase the land and develop it

independently, meanwhile assuming sole responsibility for its prof-

its or losses. The operation term is 50 years.

VI. Scale and investment Amount
The area of the standard workshops: 20,000 km2; total invest-

ment is £¤16 million.

VII. Hardware
i. Land

The zone's layout land in the first phrase covers an area of 5,

000 mu, and by now 2,000 mu have been developed. 3 km2 more

land is available if needed.

ii. Water Supply

Water supply is centralized in the zone. The daily supply is of

20,000 tons.

iii. Drainage

The zone has a complete drainage system for rain and sewage,

and the connection work is for free.

iv. Electricity Supply

There are two transformer substations (capacity is 110 KV

and 35 KV), and their capacity can be expanded if necessary.

v. Heat Supply

The supply is centralized, and the connection work is for free.

vi. Natural Gas

The zone's natural gas station is ready to supply at anytime.

vii. Traffic

There is a fine-designed road network inside the zone, with a

full length of 10,000 meters. With No.3 Miyun Express Way run-
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ning through, the zone is connected to No.101 national highway in

the south, and N0.102 national highway in thenorth. Besides, the

zone is next to the Jing-Ping Highway, which is to be built, Shunyi-

Pinggu Express way, Daqin railway and Pinggu Subline of Beijing-

Shenyang Railway.

viii. Construction Conditions

Land in the zone is level, with the gradient of 0.1%;the groundsill

has a carrying capacity of 180 Kpa; underground pipes have al-

ready set up along the roads; and water and electricity are all ready

for construction consuming.

VIII. Software
Enterprises enjoy the preferential policies for district devel-

opment zone and state-level town and "One Stop" service for free.
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An entrepreneur who whole-heartedly serves the interests of

his motherland  and overseas Chinese, a well-known  leader for

overseas Chinese communities in the  Netherlands and many other

European countries. The secret to his success lies in his  charming

moral standing..

AS president of the Association of Overseas Chinese in the

Netherlands and chairman of the Dutch Chinese Chamber of Com-

merce , Hu Zhiguang is almost known to all in the overseas Chinese

communities in the country and many other European countries.

Hu Zhiguang was Born in Nov. 1941 in a poor family in Dongzi

Village, YuhuTown, Wencheng County in the province of Zhejiang

, China. On Feb. 23, he left his homeland and went abroad. With

the warm kelp of many honest overseas Chinese,  Hu Zhiguang

recovered fully from his daunting lung disease. From the kindness

of these ordinary overseas Chinese, Hu Zhiguang felt the warmth

of fellow  Chinese and became more and  more proud of his  moth-

erland China. Ever since then, he is determined to make an out-

standing Chinese. And in 1968, he settled down in the Netherlands,

where he joined the Association of Overseas Chinese in the

Netherlands.

He was so keen on serving the interests of overseas Chinese

that he was selected as a director of the Association and later

promoted to be a permanent director .With a long history, the

Association of Overseas Chinese in the Netherlands is the largest

among all the overseas Chinese communities in the country. It was

the Association that published the first Chinese newspaper "Com-

munications for Overseas Chinese" in 1977.After the 2nd issue of

the newspaper , he was entrusted with the responsibility of its

operation. Under his direction , the newspaper played an impor-

tant role in promoting solidarity among local overseas Chinese

communities. In May, 1980, with overwhelming support, Hu

Zhiguang was elected the 5th president of the Association of Over-

seas Chinese in the Netherlands. Ever since then , he has been

reelected for several times. During his terms, he has contributed a

lot to the development of the Association. By 1998, the Associa-

tion had established 17 Chinese schools with  2400 students. Apart

from that , he also established the " Overseas Chinese Friendship

Center in Utrecht" and persuaded the local government to allocate

an annual subsidy of 57,000 guilders to pay for its rent and fees for

water and electricity¡£

The year of 1984 saw "The First All Holland Overseas Chi-

nese Sports Meeting "in Utrecht, in which  Chinese offspring

speaking different accents such as Guangdong dialect, Wenzhou

dialect, mandarin Chinese, Dutch , Indonesian, and  Malay , had

the opportunity to gather on the sports field for the first time.

And under his initiative , the All Holland Sports Union was estab-

lished in 1986. In 1994, the First World Sports  Meeting for Over-

seas Chinese was held in Amsterdam , with more than 1000

participants. In honor of his contribution , the State General Ad-

ministration of Sport awarded him the highest honorable title "

Permanent  Chairman.".

In order to help those Chinese restaurants in difficulty out of

trouble ,to improve their competitiveness , Hu Zhiguang made

great efforts to rebuild the Union of Catering Industry for Over-

seas Chinese in the Netherlands , which later became a branch of

the Netherlands Royal Union of Catering industry. The union of

overseas Chinese catering industry has invited many famous chefs

from China to give lectures and has helped train nearly 2000 quali-

fied cooks . Besides , it has been making unremitting efforts to

persuade the Netherlands government to allow Chinese restau-

rants to hire chefs from China . And the Union has also contributed

a lot to the protection of the rights of its members.  In light of his

contributions to the development of the Chinese restaurants in the

Netherlands, the Netherlands Royal union of Catering Industry in

1992 awarded him a high honorable title : Permanent Chairman  of

the Netherlands Royal Union of Chinese Catering Industry.

The overseas Chinese businessmen used to develop their indi-

vidual restaurants based on small capital. In order to lead the over-

seas Chinese to better develop their business and to improve their

status, both political and economic, in the Netherlands, Hu

Zhiguang took the initiative to establish "Yu Hu International Trad-

ing Import & Export Co. "and later , with joint capital from Bi

Woo Chekwang
A patriotic Chinese Son of the motherland
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Chuanyuo,  Hu Zhiming and other  overseas  Chinese

businessmen, he established the first overseas Chinese group

company in the Netherlands, The Netherlands Chinese In-

vestment Holding Co. By investing on areas such as import &

export ,real estate, etc. the group company has been trying  in

a fruitful way to find new path of development for overseas

Chinese business.

In order to unite all the overseas Chinese communities in

the Netherlands, Hu Zhiguang established the "All Nether-

lands Federation of Chinese Communities" with other over-

seas Chinese community leaders through lots of consultations

and discussions ,after he was reelected the 7th president of

the Association of Overseas Chinese in the Netherlands. Until

now , he is still the honorable chairman of the Federation.

From the Netherlands to the whole Europe. For better

protection of the rights of overseas Chinese in Europe , Hu

Zhiguang joined other overseas Chinese leaders in European

countries in establishing the Union of  Overseas Chinese in

Europe. The establishment of the union embodies  his unre-

mitting efforts and contributions .

As a patriotic overseas Chinese, Hu Zhiguang never for-

gets his motherland. He has been making unremitting efforts

to promote exchanges between China and the Netherlands in

the fields of trade, science & technology, and culture. In order

to introduce advanced agricultural technology and equipment

into China, he established the Holland- China Agriculture Equip-

ment and Technology Co,ltd.(HCU) in cooperation with 9

Dutch companies specialized in production of  greenhouse ,

greenhouse automation system , vegetable seeds and  corm

seeds. HCU's main aim is to introduce advanced Holland green-

house technology to China. As president of HCU, Hu Zhiguang

has contributed a lot to the agricultural exchange between China

and the Netherlands. Many Chinese leaders including presi-

dent Hu jingtao , former premier Li Peng,, former chairman of

National Political Consultative Conference li Ruihuan , and

other leaders such as Jian Qichen, Chen Muhua have visited

the head office of HCU in Holland , which has also hosted the

visit of dozens of Agricultural survey delegations from

Shanghai, Zhejiang , Anhui , Beijing , Shangdong and other

places in China .

With the development of sino-Netherlands trade ties , there

were increasing demand on the establishment of an organiza-

tion which would provide market information to entrepre-

neurs , help them seek business opportunities and facilitate

their communications .On realizing this demand, Hu Zhiguang

began his efforts to set up the Dutch Chinese Chamber of

Commerce. With the help of Chinese Embassy to the

Netherlands, the municipal government of Hague, the Cham-

ber of Commerce in Hague, and entrepreneurs from both

countries, the Dutch Chinese Chamber of Commerce came

into being in Sep. 1999. And Hu Zhiguang himself became

director of it.  The organization has established ties with over-

seas Chinese affairs offices, councils for the promotion of

international trade, business associations and administrations

of township enterprises from 24 Chinese provinces or cities.

It has also become friendly partner of 23 chambers of com-

merce in China. Now, there are 200 friendly enterprises in the

Netherlands, and more than 50 in China.

People has been speaking highly of Hu Zhiguang, calling

him a "good example of overseas Chinese", or a "leading figure

among overseas Chinese in the Netherlands". He is a "good

man ", who always cares about others more than himself .

There are so many people in overseas Chinese communities in

the Netherlands and other European countries. It is not easy

for an overseas Chinese community leader to earn such high

reputations. It is with his valuable moral standing that hu

Zhiguang wins his fellow Chinese's  trust and respect. Even

though having left homeland for near 40 years, he still holds

his Chinese nationality as well as the Chinese passport. He is

always proud to be a Chinese. On commenting this , Hu

Zhiguang always says, "I am Chinese, and will always be a

Chinese from the bottom of my heart. "
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